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The occurrence of falls is an urgent challenge in our aging society. For wearable
devices that actively prevent falls or mitigate their consequences, a critical prerequisite
is knowledge on the user’s current state of balance. To keep such wearable systems
practical and to achieve high acceptance, only very limited sensor instrumentation is
possible, often restricted to inertial measurement units at waist level. We propose to
augment this limited sensor information by combining it with additional knowledge on
human gait, in the form of an observer concept. The observer contains a combination
of validated concepts to model human gait: a spring-loaded inverted pendulum model
with articulated upper body, where foot placement and stance leg are controlled via
the extrapolated center of mass (XCoM) and the virtual pivot point (VPP), respectively.
State estimation is performed via an Additive Unscented Kalman Filter (Additive UKF). We
investigated sensitivity of the proposed concept to model uncertainties, and we evaluated
observer performance with real data from human subjects walking on a treadmill. Data
were collected from an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) placed near the subject’s center of
mass (CoM), and observer estimates were compared to the ground truth as obtained via
infrared motion capture. We found that the root mean squared deviation did not exceed
13 cm on position, 22 cm/s on velocity (0.56–1.35m/s), 1.2° on orientation, and 17°/s on
angular velocity.
Keywords: human gait and balance, wearable sensors, state estimation, virtual pivot point, extrapolated center of
mass, capture point, additive unscented kalman filter, fall detection
1. INTRODUCTION
Falls pose amajor problem, especially in our aging society.Most falls among the elderly occur during
forwardwalking (24%) and due to incorrect weight shifting (41%) (Robinovitch et al., 2013). Balance
dysfunction was found to be a considerable risk factor for falls (Rubenstein, 2006).
Wearable robotic devices could play a role in preventing falls, or at least mitigating their conse-
quences, by providing balance assistance in daily life activities. This would result in increased safety
and independence of the elderly. Examples for such systems are the balance-assisting gyroscopic
backpack (Li and Vallery, 2012), the hip orthosis (Giovacchini et al., 2014), and airbags to reduce
fall injuries (Tamura et al., 2009).
Acceptance of such devices is a critical hurdle, and it relies on the technology being unobtrusive,
easy to use, andminimalistic. For example, wearable airbags are mostly contained in just a thin waist
belt, and the gyroscopic balance-assisting device is contained in a backpack. Both devices need to
rely on sensor data that can be acquired by wearable sensors at the upper body as instrumenting
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the legs would increase hardware complexity and reduce user
comfort in donning and doffing the system.
Standard wearable kinematic sensors are inertial measure-
ment units (IMUs), consisting of accelerometers, gyroscopes, and
potentially magnetometers. Such IMUs are commonly used in
several fields, not only for real-time fall detection (Kangas et al.,
2008), teNyan2008 but also for clinical gait analysis (Goršič et al.,
2014; Taborri et al., 2014) or in sport coaching (Exell et al.,
2012). IMUs are advantageous in terms of weight, size, energy
consumption, and cost. A limitation of IMUs is that they do not
allow to directly measure one highly specific predictor for immi-
nent falls: linear velocity in vertical direction. This has proven
to be a valuable source of information both in literature (Wu,
2000; Bourke et al., 2008) and in our own experience with the
FLOAT rehabilitation robot of Vallery et al. (2013). Despite recent
advances in filtering techniques for IMUs (Seel et al., 2014),
they cannot deliver linear velocity information without drift or
additional assumptions.
Furthermore, most existing fall detection algorithms are based
on data-driven or heuristic approaches (Bourke et al., 2008; Nyan
et al., 2008a,b) (Kangas et al., 2007), where velocity or acceleration
thresholds are used to assess loss of balance. Black-box, data-
driven approaches intrinsically rely on large amounts of training
data to achieve acceptable specificity (low rate of true positives)
and sensitivity (low rate of true negatives) in real-world condi-
tions. Such training data are challenging to obtain. Furthermore,
the algorithms need to be specifically configured if more insight
is desired besides binary classification of movement as fall or
non-fall.
Possibly, the performance of such wearable sensor systems
could improve considerably if they were combined with knowl-
edge of nominal human balance behavior. To quantify the state
of balance during bipedal gait, multiple definitions have been
proposed in literature, both for human locomotion (Hof et al.,
2005; Herr and Popovic, 2008; Duclos et al., 2009) and bipedal
robots (Goswami andKallem, 2004; Popovic andHerr, 2005; Pratt
and Tedrake, 2006;Wight et al., 2007).Whatmost definitions have
in common is that they require at least the position and velocity
of the body’s center of mass (CoM) with respect to the center of
pressure (CoP), the point of application of the net ground reaction
force. These variables are complicated to measure in a wearable
application without instrumenting the legs. Moreover, sensors
for online measurement usually provide local rather than global
information, which is insufficient for fall detection and balance
control.
To meet these challenges, we propose to estimate the state of
balance by combining local sensor measurements with a simple
model of mechanics and control of human gait, in the form of an
observer concept.
The choice of model should be as simple as possible to avoid
any unnecessary assumptions. Still, the model needs to contain
the main features needed to link the state of balance with available
sensor information. Particularly, it has to predict orientation of
the upper body (which can be measured by IMUs) as well as
the base of support and location and velocity of the CoM with
respect to it (critical determinants of balance).Manymodels focus
on foot placement only and reduce the upper body to a point
mass, such that sensor information from the upper body (like
inclination) cannot be integrated (Wisse et al., 2004; Hof, 2008).
Also, many models consider double-support phases during gait
as instantaneous, which greatly reduces the base of support. This
is particularly unrealistic for slow gait of persons with balance
impairments, who have extended double-support phases com-
pared to healthy subjects of the same age (Benedetti et al., 1999;
Martin et al., 2006), and also for other postural tasks such as
sit-to-stand transitions or standing.
As a first step, we aimed for a sagittal-plane model for forward
walking on level ground. First, we formulated a set of requirements
for such a model (Section 2.2.1), conducted a small survey on
availablemodels and their suitability for the observer concept, and
we assembled amodel based on this analysis (Section 2.2.2). Using
simulations, we evaluated the sensitivity of the implemented
observer (Section 2.3) to parameter uncertainties (Section 2.4).
Finally, we evaluated observer performance using real data from
experiments with human subjects (Section 2.5).
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Notations
Throughout this article, all scalars were written in italic, all vectors
in bold italic, and all matrices in bold. Force vectors were denoted
with F and moment vectors with M. The global reference frame
was denoted as G= x, y, z; the body frame with B= u, v, w: u
pointed forward, normal to the frontal plane, w pointed upward
along the longitudinal axis of the trunk, and v perpendicular to u
and w. Mapping between frames is computed as
Ga = GRB Ba (1)
where the rotation matrix GRB maps direction vectors a from the
B frame to the G frame. In this article, all dynamics are simplified
to the sagittal xz plane, so all vectors are reduced to R2.
2.2. Dynamic Model
2.2.1. Definition of Requirements
The purpose of this study was quantification of the state of
human balance during walking with limited sensor information
and under real-time constraints, by means of a model-based
observer concept. The first steps were to choose the sensor and
an appropriate model for the observer.
As sensor, we chose aminimalistic setupwith only a single Iner-
tial Measurement Unit (IMU) at the upper body, near the waist.
This is a convenient location for many wearable applications, such
as wearable airbags. Furthermore, previous work suggested that
accelerometers worn near the waist are effective for preimpact fall
detection (Kangas et al., 2008), and that placement near the waist
is ergonomic and flexible (Yang and Hsu, 2010).
The model should incorporate the main features of human bal-
ance control, while still being observable with the chosen sensor.
Three main strategies have been recognized in the literature: the
ankle strategy, which counteracts small disturbances during stance
and single support; the hip strategy, which utilizes upper-body
movement to affect angular momentum in response to slightly
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larger disturbances; and finally, the stepping strategy or foot place-
ment strategy, which dominates during gait and which copes with
disturbances in case ankle and hip strategy do not suffice dur-
ing stance (Horak, 1987). Trunk control is particularly relevant,
because it has been shown that limited trunk motion results in a
higher risk for falls, and elderly, who are more prone to falls, often
show limited orientation angles and angular velocities (Grabiner
et al., 2008). To represent all these strategies, the model needed to
have an articulated upper body, trunk, and ankle control, as well
as a strategy to place the feet.
We only considered models where experimental evidence
existed to confirm their ability to represent human balance
strategies.
Finally, the model had to be suitable for a real-time implemen-
tation, and it had to include as few parameters as possible, to
minimize efforts for the calibration or identification.
2.2.2. Choice of Dynamic Model
To choose a dynamic model, human walking models from the
literature were evaluated against our very specific requirements.
An overview of these models is given in Table 1. The mechanical
models could be categorized into three groups: the linear inverted
pendulum (LIP), the spring-loaded inverted pendulum (SLIP),
and the multi-body model (MB).
Even though multibody models have shown very valuable to
explain human balance strategies (Herr and Popovic, 2008), the
models would not be observable with our chosen extremely lim-
ited measurements, and it can therefore not be used.
Due to the constraint of an implementation suitable for real-
time application, we excluded some other models, even though
they might have the ability to model human-like gait accurately,
TABLE 1 | Specifications and variations to the three basic mechanical
models (linear inverted pendulum, spring-loaded inverted pendulum, and
multi-body model) and the two control methods (based on neural principle
or mechanical principle).
Category Sub-category Reference
Mechanical models
Linear inverted
pendulum (LIP)
Basic LIP Kajita et al. (2001)
Legs with knees McGeer (1990)
Finite-sized foot Koolen et al. (2012)
Spring-loaded
inverted pendulum
(SLIP)
Basic SLIP Seipel and Holmes (2005)
Accelerated pivot Jung and Park (2014)
Roller foot Whittington and Thelen (2009)
Articulated upper body Maus et al. (2008)
Damping Saranlı et al. (2010)
Variable impedance Park (2001)
Multi-body model
(MB)
System of particles Chyou et al. (2011)
Rotational inertia Lee and Goswami (2007)
Musculoskeletal Geyer and Herr (2010)
Control Methods
Central pattern generator Ogihara and Yamazaki (2001)
Finite state machine Jo (2007)
Optimal controller Anderson and Pandy (2001)
Artificial reflexes Geyer and Herr (2010)
Zero moment point Hirai et al. (1998)
Extrapolated center of mass Hof (2008)
Virtual pivot point Maus et al. (2010)
Angular momentum Kajita et al. (2003)
such as the ones based on optimization techniques (Anderson and
Pandy, 2001). We also excluded neuromuscular models, because
of the difficulty of determining the many needed muscle-reflex
parameters (Geyer and Herr, 2010).
Simplified models with spring legs can reproduce the vertical
oscillation of the center of mass, and kinetic and gravitational
potential energy resemble human gait (Geyer et al., 2006). There-
fore, we chose massless springs as legs.
To represent the upper body in a simple way, we added a single
rigid body to the SLIP model, hinged at the hip, as suggested
previously by Maus et al. (2010) in the context of Virtual Pivot
Point (VPP) control. The VPP hypothesis entails that the resultant
ground reaction forces at each foot is always pointed toward a
virtual point above the center of mass, by means of controlling
hip torques. This way, the upper body mimics a physical pen-
dulum, with the virtual point on the trunk as pivot. As opposed
to an inverted pendulum, a hanging pendulum does not require
active state feedback control throughout the entire gait cycle.
Experimental evidence for this model has been found (Maus
et al., 2010). Experiments with models based on the VPP showed
high coefficients of determination for predicted ground reaction
force direction and predicted whole-body angular momentum
(R2 > 97.75 and R2 > 96%, respectively) for the trunk-attached
frame (Maus et al., 2010).
The feature that remained to be added to the VPP model was
a foot placement strategy. To this end, the extrapolated center of
mass (XCoM) with constant offset control was utilized (Hof et al.,
2005). Also for this strategy, experimental evidence exists (Young
et al., 2012), although differences in stability margins seem to
exist between healthy young subjects, healthy elderly subjects, and
elderly fallers (Lugade et al., 2011).
Combining this foot placement strategy with VPP control was
expected to result not only in stable behavior of the upper body
but also in stable walking behavior. Geometrical definitions of the
model are given in Figure 1.
2.2.3. Movement Generation with the Dynamic Model
2.2.3.1. Assumptions
The equations of motion of the dynamic model were calculated
based on the following assumptions:
1. Compliant leg behavior of the human could be modeled with
telescopic spring-damper legs; a knee joint did not need to be
added to the model.
2. The legs could only be compressed rather than extended, such
that the ground reaction force acting on the leg never had a
component pointing downwards.
3. Loss of kinetic energy at ground contact was negligible, such
that no impact forces occurred and no sudden changes in
potential or kinetic energy were present after foot placement;
when placing the foot at the ground, the resultant force in
direction of the leg equaled zero.
4. Dynamics of the swing leg were negligible; the legs had no
mass or inertia, and in swing phase, the legs were at rest
length. Accordingly, swing leg dynamics did not appear in the
equations of motion.
5. Movement of the center of pressure during single-support
phase was negligible; the feet were modeled as point feet,
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FIGURE 1 | Geometrical representation of Virtual Pendulum Model
with virtual pivot point (VPP) control for the upper body (with ground
reaction force Fgrf) and foot placement with the extrapolated center of
mass (XCoM, calculated with the velocity, _xC, of the center of mass).
and their positions remained constant throughout stance
phase.
Even though the equations of motion of this model could be
derived in three dimensions, we neglected the influence of 3D
coupling terms and analyzed only a 2Dplanarmodel in the sagittal
plane.
2.2.3.2. Equations of Motion
All following calculations used the global reference frame G, the
reference frame fixed to the stance foot.
The state vector of the model, q, consisted of 6 state vari-
ables: components of the center of mass (CoM) position vector
GxC = (xC, zC)T with respect to the origin O and of the CoM
velocity vector G _xC = (_xC; _zC)T, upper body angular orientation
, and upper body angular velocity ! = _ as
q =
 
xC zC  _xC _zC !
T
: (2)
Transformation of a body vector to the global frame was done
with a rotation matrix, such as
GRB =

cos() sin()
  sin() cos()

: (3)
These state variables described the configuration and move-
ment of a body, floating in space, with forces and moments acting
on it. To stabilize the trunk, the ground reaction force of the
leg was directed toward the virtual pivot point (VPP). From a
biomechanical perspective, this could be explained with a torque
on the hip joint. This ground reaction force Fgrf consisted of a
component F|| along the leg (spring and damping forces) with k
spring stiffness, d damping coefficient, l0 rest length of the spring,
and l current leg length
Fk =  k (l  l0)  d_l: (4)
and a component F? orthogonal to the leg. Thus, using the unit
direction vectors e|| and e?, the angle  between the leg and the
direction of Fgrf, and the position vector xVPP of the VPP with
respect to O, the resultant ground reaction force, Fgrf, could be
expressed as
Fgrf = Fkek + F?e? =
Fk
cos()
xVPP
jxVPPj : (5)
UsingNewton–Euler, this resulted in the following equations of
motion for single-support phase, with mass m of the upper body,
gravitational acceleration g, gravitational force Fg = (0,  mg)T,
and moment of inertia J of the upper body with respect to the
CoM (the analysis is restricted to 2D, so the determinant replaces
the cross product):
mxC
J _!

=

Fgrf + Fg
 det(xC; Fgrf)

: (6)
During double-support phase, the system can be described as
a trunk segment with two legs, both in contact with the ground.
The equations of motion were similar to those of single support,
but one additional force, and moments resulting from this, has to
be added: the ground reaction force of the front leg. The point of
application of this force was located at the position of foot place-
ment, point D. Ground reaction forces of both legs were directed
toward the VPP. These forces together defined the location of the
center of pressure which gradually moved from rear to front leg
during double-support phase.
The non-linear system was described with the state derivative
_q and the measurement function y
_q = f j(q) with j = 1; 2 (7)
y = h(q); (8)
both functions of the state vector q, where the subscript j denoted
either single support (j= 1) or double support (j= 2). These equa-
tions could be linearized to get the system matrices Aj as
Aj =
@f j(q)
@q
jqk (9)
and output matrix C
C = @h(q)
@q
jqk (10)
around a certain state qk at time instant k.
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2.2.3.3. Hybrid Control of Walking
For movement generation, only straight, forward walking on level
ground was considered. A simulation of multiple successive steps
consisted of twophases: single-support anddouble-support phase.
These two phases were separated by two events: initial contact, IC
(at heel-strike), when the swing leg touched the ground; and final
contact, FC (at toe-off), when the rear leg left the ground. Both
phases were simulated with Heun’s numerical integration method
(1000Hz).
The event functionswere based on the assumption of no change
in kinetic energy at ground contact. The distance at which the
foot was placed, was based on a constant offset to the XCoM. In
literature, this was termed constant offset control (Hof, 2008). It
has been stated that a constant spatial margin of stability was a
possible objective of human walking (Young et al., 2012).
Since the difference between the XCoM of the LIP and the
Virtual PendulumModel was assumed to be negligible, the XCoM
derived for the LIP by Hof et al. (2005) was used. For continuous
stable walking, the foot needed to be placed posterior to the
XCoM. Therefore, initial contact (IC) occurred as soon as the
front foot (denoted by index f ) could be placed at a point D at a
constant offset from the XCoM such that there were zero spring
and damping forces, i.e., F||,f = 0 and XCoM computed with:
XCoM = xC + _xC
s
jxCj
g : (11)
The constant offset  depended on a given reference step
length Sref, reference step duration Ts,ref, and on the eigenfre-
quency !0 of the pendulum (Hof, 2008):
 =
Sref
e!0Ts;ref + 1 : (12)
Final contact (FC) occurred when the rear leg (denoted by
index r), while extending, regained zero spring and damping
forces, i.e., F||,r = 0 and i 0.
In double support, the state variables were expressed relative to
the foot that first touched the ground (the rear leg). After FC, the
origin O was moved to the position of the stance foot in single
support of the next step.
2.2.4. Observability Analysis
The behavior of the model strongly depended on model param-
eters and constants, which are given in Table 2. Both spring
stiffness, k, [equation (13)] and damping, d, [equation (14)] were
computed from a dimensionless value, K and d, respectively,
and other model parameters (mass m, rest length leg l0, and
gravitational constant g):
k = Kl0
mg; (13)
d = 2d
p
km: (14)
Only angular positions and velocities and linear accelerations
were measured; position and velocity of center of mass and leg
TABLE 2 |Model parameters and constants.
Parameter/constant Symbol Value Unit
Mass m 80 kg
Leg length l0 1.0 m
Inertia (v-axis) Jv 4.58 kgm2
CoM – hip joint (w-axis) aw  0.10 m
Coefficient of restitution e 0.0 –
Dimensionless spring stiffness K 20 –
Dimensionless damping d 0.005 –
CoM – VPP (w-axis) cw 0.10 m
Virtual pivot point angle V 1.35 °
Gravitational acceleration g 9.81 m/s2
Reference step length Sref 0.20 m
Reference step duration Ts,ref 0.50 s
angle were missing. Only the vertical acceleration zC was used,
such that the measurement vector was:
y = ( ! zC)T: (15)
To estimate these essential pieces of information, the model
needed to be observable. The non-linear equations required an
observability check with Lie derivatives, Lif , which could be cal-
culated with:
L0f =
@
@q
h (16)
Lif =
@
@q
(Li 1f f ): (17)
For local observability, the following holds (with number of
states n= 6 andO the observability matrix):
The system is locally obervable if: rank(O) = n with p < n
and O =
26664
L0f
L1f
...
Lpf
37775 :
This method showed that the observability condition for the
dynamic 2D model was fulfilled, if and only if the following
conditions held:
fqi  R j qi 6= 0g for i = 1; 2 : : : n:
We assume that the instants where qi = 0 were infinitesimally
short.
2.3. Observer Design
2.3.1. Observer Concept
The observer needed to estimate human walking behavior. The
Virtual Pendulum Model was chosen to approximate this, but it
is still, such as human walking, non-linear. A non-linear state
estimation technique was thus required.
Yet, the observer needed to be suitable for daily-life appli-
cations, such that the state estimates could be utilized for fall
detection algorithms and wearable robot control. Therefore, it
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needed to be possible to run the observer online. This constrained
the allowable degree of complexity of the observer type.
It was chosen to use a stochastic state estimation technique,
since human walking behavior is stochastic rather than deter-
ministic. We chose a Kalman filter, which is popular due to its
relatively straightforward implementation and moderate compu-
tational cost.
A well-known example of a Kalman filter is the Unscented
Kalman Filter (UKF). This filter does not require derivatives and
proved to outperform the commonly applied Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) in terms of accuracy and consistency, without drasti-
cally increasing computation time.
The Additive Unscented Kalman Filter is a simple variation
to the UKF, with limited amount of sigma points (minimal set
of sample points around the mean). With the need for a proof-
of-principle, this standard observer for non-linear problems was
considered to be appropriate. It should be noted that we do not
rule out the possibility of applying other observer types to this
method.
2.3.2. Observer Implementation
The observer was implemented offline, but it could also be used
online.
The observer was configured to start in a single-support phase.
Therefore, estimation started at the instant when the center of
mass just passed the stance foot.
First, sets of Sigma-Points were generated with a probability
around the prior state estimates. A foot contact detection algo-
rithmdefinedwhether the phase was single or double support. For
the simulation, this instant was detected based on the magnitude
of the ground reaction forces (as described in Section 2.2.3). Since
for the experiment, this kind of information was not available, an
existing algorithm published by González et al. (2010), based on
accelerometer data, was utilized. At initial contact (IC) detection,
foot placement was computed with constant offset control and
the XCoM (Section 2.2.3), and stored. The process model for
double-support phase was used for the next time step. At the
end of the prediction step, a weighted mean was computed from
the predicted Sigma-Points, together with a weighted covariance
matrix. The weights were divided equally.
After the prediction step, the predicted state estimates had
to be corrected by combining predictions with measurements,
with process noise and measurement noise matrices as input.
Themeasurements available were upper body angular orientation,
upper body angular velocity, and vertical acceleration of the center
of mass. The vertical acceleration was integrated to estimate the
vertical velocity of the center of mass. A 5th order, high-pass But-
terworth filter (normalized cut-off frequency of 0.5) was applied
to correct drift. At final contact (FC), the foot placement location
(as calculated after IC)was used tomove the reference frame to the
stance foot in single-support phase. The process model for single
support was used subsequently for the next time step.
To tune the observer, simulation data from multiple successive
steps were used (40 steps, approximately 16 s). First, the simula-
tionwasmanually tuned to find an output that converged to a limit
cycle. Noise was added for more realistic measurements. Then,
the observer parameters, process noise, covariance matrix, and a
parameter determining the spread of the sigma-points (s) were
set. The measurement noise covariance matrix was determined
from the SD of the added noise. Parameters that were found with
the tuning process are given in Table 3.
2.4. Sensitivity Analysis
2.4.1. Evaluation Method
First, the assumptions were verified: whether or not leg length
did not exceed rest length, the intersection point of the ground
reaction forceswas the virtual pivot point (VPP), and the preferred
step length and step time were tracked.
After this, observer sensitivity was evaluated, by varying initial
conditions and parameters. Values were varied separately while
keeping all other conditions and parameters perfect. The effect of
themagnitude of these errors on various observer parameters gave
an indication of the robustness of the observer.
Event detection was set at the time of initial contact (IC) and
final foot contact (FC) (with errors "IC and "FC). Gait parameters
were expected to change depending on type of gait (VPP angle V,
VPPheight cw, preferred step length sl, and preferred step duration
Ts). All the remaining parameters were model parameters: mass
m, leg length l0, distance from center ofmass to hip joint aw, spring
stiffness and damping K and d, and gravitational acceleration g.
The conditions ranged from perfect values (0% error) as an
input, to values deviating largely from the correct ones (100%
error), in 5 equally divided steps, both added and subtracted
from the perfect values, with measurement noise (Table 4 shows
the values considered to be the 100% maximum). The sample
frequency was set to 500Hz. Errors in event detection were based
on the mean and SD of errors found in the literature (González
et al., 2010).
2.4.2. Outcome Measures
The following outcome measures were investigated: root mean
squared error (RMSE), convergence time, overshoot, coefficient
of determination (R2), and correlation coefficient r.
RMSE of a state variable qi was calculated with equation (18)
over a total of p time steps. To exclude the effect of convergence
TABLE 3 | Observer parameters, tuned on simulation data.
Type of noise State variable
xC (m) zC (m)  (rad) _xC (m/s) _zC (m/s) ! (rad/s) zC (m/s2)
Process noise 5E 7 5E 5 5E 1 5E 1 5E 7 5E 7 –
Measurement noise – – 5E 7 – – 5E-5 1E-5
The square roots of the values given in this table were placed on the diagonal to construct a covariance matrix.
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TABLE 4 | True simulation value and maximum errors on initial conditions,
model parameters, gait parameters, and event contact detection.
State variable Unit True
value
Maximum
error
Anteroposterior position xC m 0.0024 0.30
Vertical position zC m 1.08 0.30
Angular position  ° 1.35 30.0
Anteroposterior velocity _xC m/s 1.15 1.00
Vertical velocity _zC m/s 0.00 1.00
Angular velocity ! °/s  4.01 50.0
Mass m kg 80.0 10.0
Leg length l0 m 1.00 0.15
Inertia Jv kgm2 4.58 1.00
CoM – hip joint distance aw m  0.10 0.10
Dimensionless spring stiffness K – 20.0 10.0
Dimensionless damping d – 0.005 0.001
CoM – VPP distance cw m 0.10 0.10
Virtual pivot point angle V ° 1.35 10.0
Desired step length Sref m 0.20 0.10
Desired step duration Ts,ref s 0.50 0.20
Gravitational acceleration g m/s2 9.81 0.05
Error initial contact detection "IC ms 0.00 48.0
Error final contact detection "FC ms 0.00 63.0
speed for this evaluation parameter, the initial index k0 was set
at the sample for which t = 10 s, to provide sufficient time to
converge. In this equation, q^i denotes the estimated, qi the true
state variable.
RMSEi =
sPp
k=k0 (qi;k   q^i;k)
2
p (18)
Time of convergence was defined as the time from start to the
instant that q^i;k no longer left the interval (qi ,k  ", qi ,k + "), with "
a certain set value for that state variable qi, based on the range of
the state variable andwhat practically was reasonable. The allowed
errors were 5 cm on positions, 10 cm on velocities, 3° on angular
position, and 5°/s on angular velocity.
Overshoot was defined as the largest difference peak from k= 1
to convergence, with index k= kc [equation (19)]:
max
1kkc
q
(qi;k   q^i;k)2: (19)
R2, coefficient of determination, could be computed with equa-
tion (20), with qi;k the mean value of the data:
R2 = 100% 
 
1 
Pp
k=k0 (q^i;k   qi;k)
2Pp
k=k0 (qi;k   qi;k)
2
!
: (20)
In case of a bias or a gain difference, the correlation coefficient
r indicates if the estimates correlates with the true data (ranging
between 0, no correlation, 0.3, weak, 0.5, moderate, 0.7, strong,
and 1, perfect correlation) and thereby evaluates on phase of
walking rather than absolute magnitudes of state variables.
2.5. Experimental Evaluation
2.5.1. Evaluation Method
The performance of the observer was analyzed by comparing
the observer outcomes with experimentally measured data. Eth-
ical approval for the experiment was received from the Human
Research Ethics Committee, Delft (March, 2015), and the exper-
iment was carried out in accordance to their recommendations.
For this study, the data sets of 2 young, healthy subjects were
analyzed: 1 male (28 years, 56 kg) and 1 female (24 years, 71 kg).
The subjects gave written informed consent.
The set-up consisted of a treadmill with one belt, of which the
speed could be varied manually. The test subjects were asked to
perform the following tasks on the treadmill for at least 10 s:
1. Low-speed walking (0.56m/s) (task LW);
2. Normal-speed walking (0.97m/s) (task NW);
3. High-speed walking (1.35m/s)1 (task HW);
4. Normal speedwalkingwith the arms folded in front of the chest
(0.97m/s) (task AW).
Subjects were instructed to walk normally, with the arms free,
unless otherwise indicated. Tasks LW and HWwere added to val-
idate whether the same observer, tuned on normal speed walking
(taskNW) could be utilized for different walking speeds. Task AW
was added to evaluate the difference in case inertia of swinging
arms was absent, since the model neglected arm movements.
Twomeasurement systems were used: an Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) and aMotionCapture (MoCap) system. The IMUwas
attached to the back of the test subjects, at the waist. The MoCap
was a 3D, 5-cameras, Motion Capture system (Qualisys Track
Manager) to track the movement of the subject, with reflective
markers spread according to the placement in Figure 2.
Movement of the markers, providing global position coordi-
nates of points of interest (center of mass, shoulder joints, hip
joints, and feet) were tracked with the MoCap system, at 500Hz.
Upper-body angular orientation was estimated from the Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) data with a Kalman Filter, upper-body
angular velocity was measured with the gyros, and linear cen-
ter of mass acceleration was measured with the accelerometers
(1000Hz, resampled to 500Hz to match the MoCap measure-
ments). The IMU was calibrated with the z-axis pointing in the
opposite direction of gravity, and the x- and y-axes parallel to the
ground, using a right-handed system, such that any axis pointing
in a direction orthogonal to the vertical gave zero acceleration as
an output.
The IMUwas placed at the back of the subject’s body in vertical,
upright orientation, as close to the position in which the IMU
had been calibrated. The alignment was such that the z-axis of the
IMUwas aligned – asmuch as possible – with the subject’s upright
vertical (longitudinal axis), the x-axiswith the direction ofwalking
(sagittal axis), and the y-axis pointing to the left (frontal axis).
To calibrate the IMU, such that “zero” angles represented upright
standing, the subject was asked to stand as upright as possible,
and the “initial” angles from the IMU were recorded. Since most
subjects were not able to stand perfectly upright for the short
period of time, the measured initial angles varied approximately
3°. The Euler angles were found by calculating the corrected
1The treadmill speed indicated at the display was validated with the MoCap data of
the foot. For low and normal velocities, the average speed of the foot corresponded
to the speed indicated at the treadmill. However, for high velocities, a drift was
observed. For tasks HW, instead of 1.4m/s, which was the treadmill input, 1.35m/s
was estimated to be the actual velocity according to the processed MoCap data.
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FIGURE 2 |Markers at the subject, used for data analysis (from left to right: front view, right side view, and back view), partially based on guidelines
of Carnegie Mellon University. Model shown with dashed line. LThi was used to identify which leg was the left leg. It was assumed that the position of the ankle
joint (RAnk and LAnk) coincided with the center of pressure. Note that only the xC positions rather than the yC positions were used.
rotation matrix with measured angles (at each time instant) and
the (constant) initial angles. A rotation order 1-2-3, from body to
global frame, was used (rotating around the body’s x-axis with ,
about the rotated y-axis with , and around the rotated z-axis with
 ). The calculated Euler angle  obtained from the IMU data was
fed into the observer.
During a trial, after IMUdata recording had started, theMoCap
recordings were started as well, and stopped after approximately
10 s. With the start and the end of theMoCap recordings, a trigger
was sent to the computer that recorded IMU data, such that only
the IMU data in between the start and end triggers of the MoCap
were saved, and IMU and MoCap recordings were synchronized.
2.5.2. Data Processing
Each dataset (of 10 s) was cut in two, such that per task, two
datasets of each 5 s were obtained (labeled, e.g., LW1 for the first
5 s, LW2 for the second 5 s of low-speed walking). The observer
was configured to start in single-support phase. Therefore, the
start of each dataset was set at the instant when the MoCap
recordings of the position of the center of mass just passed the
MoCap recording of the position of the stance foot.
After the IMU was calibrated for upright stance, the instants
of initial and final foot contact were estimated with the available
data from the IMU. The use of accelerometers in combination
with gyroscopes has been accepted for online gait event detection.
An offline approach, which theoretically could be implemented
online, was used. It was based on the approach by González
et al. (2010), who showed that initial and final contact events
(IC and FC) could be detected from lower trunk accelerations
and heuristics, without false positives or false negatives, with
an error of 13 35 and 9 54ms for IC and FC, respectively.
Although considerable delays were present (117 39ms for IC
and 34 72ms for FC), it was suggested these could be reduced
by applying a different filter, so that further research could lead to
an accurate algorithm for real-time gait event detection (González
et al., 2010).
The MoCap data, which returned global position coordinates
of each marker, needed to be processed to find the state variables
as defined in themodel: position and velocity of the center ofmass
with respect to the stance foot in single support, and to the foot of
the rear leg in double support. It was assumed the anteroposterior
coordinate of the center of pressure of each foot in contact with the
ground always coincidedwith themarker placed at the ankle joint,
the vertical coordinate was assumed to be zero. In other words, the
foot was assumed to be a point foot.
The markers were labeled in Qualisys Track Manager. In case
a marker disappeared, and the gap did not exceed 200 samples
(500Hz), gaps were filled with a polynomial. Orientation of the
upper body for yaw motion, required to extract the anteroposte-
rior coordinates, was based on the direction of the vector from
marker LCoM to RCoM or from LSho to RSho, depending on the
availability of MoCap data. Anatomical landmarks were used to
find points of interest. Hip joint (point A) and shoulder (point
S) were defined by the midpoint of the left and right markers
of hip and shoulders, respectively. The center of mass (point B)
was defined to coincide with the midpoint of markers LCoM and
RCoM.2 The inclination angle of the upper body was defined by
the orientation of the vector from hip joint to shoulder (point A
to S in Figure 2). Linear and angular velocities were calculated
from the position vectors with the central difference method and
filtered with a Butterworth low-pass filter of 50Hz to filter out
noise. For the linear velocity in anteroposterior direction, the
central difference method was applied to the absolute position
2For some datasets, the RCoM marker was not visible for most of the time and did
therefore not provide sufficient information. In this case, the vector from left-to-
right shoulder was projected to the center of mass plane. The intersection of this
vector and the vector orthogonal to it, starting in CoM, defined the center of mass.
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data, and the constant velocity of the treadmill was added to the
computed velocity.
The initial conditions for each task as input to the observer
were set to the initial conditions found with MoCap and IMU,
plus errors that were set to 5 cm for anteroposterior and vertical
position, 5 and 5 cm/s for anteroposterior and vertical velocities,
respectively, 2.9° for orientation, and 5.7°/s for angular velocity.
Model and observer parameters were tuned with data from the
first 5 s of task NW (normal speed walking), task NW1, with the
objective ofminimizing the error between estimates andmeasure-
ments, assuming time instants of IC and FC were known without
delay. A first guess of the model parameters was done based on
information from the MoCap data, values found in the literature
for stiffness and damping (Zhang et al., 2000) and the location
of the virtual pivot point (VPP) (Gruben and Boehm, 2012).
Measurement noise covariance was found from the SD of constant
output IMU data. Remaining observer parameters were manually
tuned with trial and error, starting with a similar covariance
matrix as found by tuning the observer on simulation data.
The independent variables were treadmill speed and type of gait
(arms swinging naturally or arms folded in front of the chest). It
was hypothesized that these independent variables did not affect
the parameters that were tuned, except for the VPP angle V,
desired step length Sref, and desired step time Ts;ref. Model and
observer parameters from normal speed walking task NW1 were
applied to all other tasks, while only tuning V for a change in
speed and adapting Sref and Ts;ref (LW: 0.20m and 0.70 s, NW and
AW: 0.25m for subject 1, 0.10m for subject 2, and 0.55 s, HW:
0.3m and 0.40 s).
2.5.3. Outcome Measures
Three metrics were defined to evaluate observer performance: the
root mean squared deviation (RMSD) between the two methods,
correlation coefficient r and the coefficient of determination R2
(variance explained). To avoid calculation of metrics before con-
vergence and thereby distort the results, an ample convergence
time of 2 s was assumed. On the one hand, the two methods to
be compared were MoCap measurements and, on the other hand,
model-based estimates from the observer, using IMU data.
The results were visualized in a figure, showing mean, 1 SD
(D), and a 95% confidence interval [3.182 SEM (M), M = DpN
with N the sample size; based on a two-way repeated measures
ANOVA with the limited amount of subjects, different types of
tasks and different time instants, giving 3 degrees of freedom] and
raw data points of RMSD. This type of visualization was chosen
because of the limited amount of data points. Non-overlapping
confidence intervals indicated a significant difference between the
separate tasks, with p= 0.05.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Sensitivity Results
Theminimum andmaximum values of the outcomemeasures are
given in Table 5, with an input error of 60% of the maximum set
error. From this table, it could be understood which variables neg-
atively affected which state variables the least and which did this
the most. Also, the magnitudes of the metrics gave an indication
of the quality of the best and worst estimates.
3.2. Performance Results
The behavior of the tuned observer over time of subjects 1 and
2 is visualized in Figures 3 and 4, showing measurements of
MoCap and IMU and observer estimates of task NW2, normal
speed walking (0.69< r< 0.93, 0.3%<R2 < 77% for subject 1,
0.28< r< 0.98, 1%<R2 < 67% for subject 2).
A plot showing RMSD, mean, SD, and 3.182 SEM (95% confi-
dence interval) of all trials per task together is given in Figure 5.
The same was done for r correlation coefficient and R2 coef-
ficients of determination, for each task and each subject, in
Figures 6 and 7, respectively.
Eachmetric (RMSD,R2, and r), for both subjects, each task, and
each state variables separately can be found in Table 6.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Sensitivity
To verify the working principle of the observer, the dynamic
model was simulated to evaluate model behavior, and the sensitiv-
ity of the observer was tested with simulation results. It followed
that the observer converged when inducing errors on initial con-
ditions. The observer was sensitive to errors in specific model
parameters, gait parameters, and time of foot contact.
Changing initial conditions did not highly affect the RMSE
of the estimates. Maximum errors on CoM position, after 10 s,
did not exceed 1 cm; on linear CoM velocity 7 cm/s; on upper-
body orientation 0.02° and on upper body angular velocity
0.5°/s. R2 variance explained and r correlation coefficient were
hardly affected either, except for anteroposterior CoM velocity
(R2= 61.3% and r= 0.94% for a 60% error on anteroposterior
CoM velocity). Large errors in initial conditions, however, have
an effect on convergence speed and overshoot: CoM veloci-
ties needed more than 10 s to converge, and overshoot highly
increased (up to 2.5m for _zC with a 60% error on zC). Over-
all, mainly errors in upper-body orientation () and upper-body
angular velocity (!) had a minor effect on the performance met-
rics, while vertical CoM position (zC) and CoM velocities ( _xC and
_zC) had the largest effect. Both  and ! were hardly affected by
errors in any state variables. This was expected, since these state
variables were measured.
The observer was sensitive to various parameter errors. The
two model parameters with the largest effects were leg length
and spring stiffness. These parameters did not only induce larger
RMSE (15 cm error on anteroposterior CoM position (xC) and
18.4 cm/s on vertical CoM velocity (_zC) for 60% error), longer
convergence times, and larger overshoot but also resulted in a
bias, such that the estimate did not converge and the coefficient
of determination assumed large negative values ( 1724.6% and
 128.2% for vertical CoMposition (zC) and anteroposterior CoM
velocity ( _xC) respectively, with a 60% error). This bias was present
in the zC-coordinate as a result of the hip position parameter.
Leg length and hip position were both parameters that could
be estimated quite accurately, assuming the center of mass was
positioned at thewaist. Spring stiffness however proved to bemore
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TABLE 5 |Minimum and maximum values of evaluation parameters, with input errors of 60% of the maximum set error given in Table 4, both subtracted and added from the perfect values.
State Evaluation parameter
RMSE Convergence time (s) Overshoot R2 (%) r ( )
Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. Max. Max. Min. Max. Min.
Initial conditions
xC (cm) 0:02 ! 0:4 _xC 0:0 ! 4.5 _xC 0:04  22:0 ! 100:0 ! 99:9 _xC 1 _xC 1 zC
zC (cm) 0:03 ! 0:4 _xC 0:0 ! 6.0 _xC 0:07  18:0 zC 100:0 ! 96:4 _xC 1 xC 0.99 zC
 (°) 0:007 _zC 0:009 _zC 0:0 ! 0.03  0:05 zC 18:0  99:9 _zC 99:9 zC 0.99 _zC 0.99 zC
_xC (cm/s) 0:08 ! 2:4 _xC 0:0 ! 10.0 _zC 0:3  67:1 _xC 100:0 ! 61:3 _xC 1 _xC 0.94 zC
_zC (cm/s) 0:1 ! 3:5 _xC 0:0 ! 12.1 zC 0:9  251:4 zC 100:0 ! 96:4 _xC 1 xC 0.99 zC
! (°/s) 0:1 ! 0:4 _zC 0:0 _zC 3.5 zC 0:6 _xC 30:0 ! 99:9 ! 99:8 _zC 1 ! 0.99 _zC
Model parameters
xC (cm) 0:03 g 1:5 l 0:0 m 3.3 l 0:09 g 10:1 l 100:0 g 98:9 l 1 d 1 l
zC (cm) 0:04 g 9:1 l 0:0 m 1 l 0:1 g 17:2 l 100:0 g  1724:6 l 0.99 d 0.13 K
 (°) 0:008 d 0:05 K 0:0 m 0.0 m 0:03 g 0:4 l 99:9 d 97:6 K 0.99 g 0.99 K
_xC (cm/s) 0:2 g 5:9 l 0:0 m 10.9 l 0:4 g 37:3 l 99:6 g  128:2 l 1 g 0.87 l
_zC (cm/s) 0:3 g 18:4 K 0:0 m 1 l 0:9 g 131:3 l 100:0 g  1:5 K 1 g 0.009 K
! (°/s) 0:1 d 2:3 K 0:0 m 2.5 l 0:3 d 11:0 l 100:0 d 89:9 K 1 d 0.98 K
Gait parameters
xC (cm) 0:7 cw 5:0 V 0:0 cw 1 V 1:2 cw 9:4 V 99:8 cw 88:4 V 1 Sref 0.99 V
zC (cm) 0:6 Sref 3:8 V 0:0 cw 16.8 V 0:7 cw 5:3 V 92:9 Sref  214:8 V 0.99 cw 0.95 V
 (°) 0:02 Sref 0:52 V 0:0 cw 0.0 cw 0:05 Sref 0:7 V 99:6 Sref  212:8 V 0.99 Sref 0.87 V
_xC (cm/s) 2:9 Sref 35:6 V 0:0 cw 1 V 4:0 Sref 36:9 V 44:7 Sref  8255:8 V 99.7 cw 89.5 V
_zC (cm/s) 4:7 Sref 30:9 V 16:8 Sref 1 cw 10:3 cw 75:3 V 93:4 Sref  184:5 V 0.99 cw 0.95 V
! (°/s) 0:9 Sref 18:8 V 0:0 cw 1 V 1:4 Sref 16:5 V 98:6 Sref  554:6 V 0.99 Sref 0.67 V
Foot contact
xC (cm) 2:6 IC 14:4 FC 0:0 IC 1 IC 4:6 IC 51:0 IC 96:8 IC 3:0 FC 1 FC 0.49 FC
zC (cm) 1:3 IC 3:2 FC 0:0 IC 16.8 FC 1:8 IC 4:8 FC 64:5 IC  130:9 FC 0.99 IC 0.91 IC
 (°) 0:02 IC 0:06 IC 0:0 FC 0.0 FC 0:04 IC 0:1 IC 99:7 IC 95:1 IC 0.99 IC 0.99 IC
_xC (cm/s) 9:2 IC 28:3 FC n:a. n.a. 1 FC 9:4 IC 33:8 FC  457:0 IC  520:1 FC 0.99 IC 0.89 IC
_zC (cm/s) 10:7 IC 27:2 FC n:a. n.a. 1 FC 27:0 IC 67:6 FC 65:9 IC  120:5 FC 0.99 IC 0.90 IC
! (°/s) 0:6 IC 2:6 IC 0:0 FC 0.0 FC 1:2 IC 3:6 IC 99:4 IC 87:0 IC 0.99 IC 0.95 IC
The variables behind minimum and maximum values indicate on which variable the error was introduced. Each row indicates which state variable is affected by the error. Note that larger RMSE, convergence time and overshoot indicate
worse performance, while larger R2 and r2 indicate better performance. All metrics were rounded to one decimal place or one significant digit (if smaller than 0.1). In case, the estimate did not converge to the set error bounds, convergence
time was set to1.
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FIGURE 3 | Subject 1. Observer estimates against IMU and MoCap data, second trial of normal walking NW (tuned on first trial of normal walking). Error in initial
conditions: 5 cm on CoM position, 2.9° on upper body orientation, 5 cm/s on CoM velocity and 5.7°/s on upper body angular velocity. The time window of orientation
and angular velocity outcomes was reduced for better visibility.
cumbersome: not only was the spring stiffness of the human leg
difficult to estimate, it was also unclear how the actual leg stiffness
of the human related to the spring stiffness in theVirtual Pendulum
Model. The state variables most sensitive to this type of errors,
were anteroposterior CoM position xC and linear, vertical CoM
velocity _zC.
One of themodel parameters that depended on type of gait (gait
parameters) highly affected the behavior of the observer: the VPP
angle V, with RMSE errors of 35.6 cm/s for anteroposterior CoM
velocity ( _xC), 30.9 cm/s on vertical CoM velocity (_zC), even 18.8°/s
on upper body angular velocity (!), and a mean R2 of 1555.7 for
60% error. It was suggested that the VPP angle was related to the
speed of walking: a larger positiveVPP angle increased the average
speed, while zero angle or a small negative VPP angle decreased
the speed (Kenwright et al., 2011). Possibly, this parameter should
be adapted online, for instance based on heuristics, in order to
obtain an observer that could cope with speed changes.
Finally, time of foot contact detection highly influenced the
estimates: 14.4 cm RMSE on anteroposterior CoM position (xC),
28.3 cm/s on anteroposterior CoM velocity _xC, and 27.2 cm/s on
vertical CoM velocity _zC for 60% error. In most cases, especially
final contact (FC) detectionwas of importance. Additional sensors
on the feet or the event detection algorithm should be robust and
accurate to avoid errors in foot contact detection. Also, the delay
should be minimized.
Overall, the measurements (upper-body orientation  and
upper-body angular velocity !) were least influenced by input
errors. Anteroposterior CoM position (xC) was sensitive to errors,
especially to time of foot contact. The difficulty of this state
variable resided in the fact that it depended on the previous value,
which resulted in cumulative errors that kept increasing.
A limitation of this verification method was the dependency
on one simulation set. Many limit cycles could be found, of which
one would be more stable than the other (Maus et al., 2008), and
of which one would correspond better to experimental human
walking data than the other.
In case the parameters leg length, hip joint position (VPP)
angle, spring stiffness, and time of FC were estimated incorrectly,
the estimates became unreliable. Using a less versatile model, such
as the LIP, or simply predicting the mean, might in these cases be
preferred. The parameters that had little effect on the evaluation
parameters were gravitational constant, damping, mass, desired
step length, and height of VPP. Based on these simulation results,
the Additive Unscented Kalman Filter seems a feasible option for
estimating the state of balance.
4.2. Performance
A human walking experiment on a treadmill was conducted to
validate the hypothesized human walking strategy. This experi-
ment showed that it was possible to predict the state of balance
in agreement with Motion Capture (MoCap) measurements, with
the proposedVirtual PendulumModel and theExtrapolated Center
of Mass. Convergence of the estimates of a representative trial is
shown in Figure 3.
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FIGURE 4 | Subject 2. Observer estimates against IMU and MoCap data, second trial of normal walking NW (tuned on first trial of normal walking). Error in initial
conditions: 5 cm on CoM position, 2.9° on upper body orientation, 5 cm/s on CoM velocity, and 5.7°/s on upper body angular velocity. The time window of
orientation and angular velocity outcomes was reduced for better visibility.
FIGURE 5 | RMSD of different speeds (estimates and MoCap data). Raw data, together with means, spread over a 95% confidence interval (3.182 SEM, gray
area) and 1 SD (small black areas at the ends of the gray area), shown per task. Note the difference in scale of y-axes.
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FIGURE 6 | Correlation coefficients r of different speeds (estimates and MoCap data). Raw data, together with means, spread over a 95% confidence interval
(3.182 SEM, gray area) and 1 SD (small black areas at the ends of the gray area). The dashed line indicates r= 0.60, a value above which the correlation is preferred.
FIGURE 7 | Coefficients of determination R2 of different speeds (estimates and MoCap data). Raw data, together with means, spread over a 95%
confidence interval (3.182 SEM, gray area) and 1 SD (small black areas at the ends of the gray area). All negative R2 values were scaled to 0 for this plot, to improve
visibility of the spread of positive R2 values. True R2 values can be found in Table 6.
The quality of the estimates differed per trial: The low-speed
walking task LW and the normal-speed walking tasks NW and
AW (arms folded in front of the chest) gave on average lower
RMSD values, higher coefficients of determination, R2 and higher
correlation coefficients r compared to the high-speed walking
task HW. A possible explanation could be the violation of model
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TABLE 6 | Coefficients of determination R2 and correlation coefficients r of observer estimates of experimental trials, compared to MoCap measurements.
State Unit Task Evaluation parameter
RMSD R2 r
xC zC  _xC _zC ! xC zC  _xC _zC ! xC zC  _xC _zC !
(cm) (cm) (°) (cm/s) (cm/s) (°/s) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (—) (—) (—) (—) (—) (—)
Subject 1
LW1 2.7 0.5 0.7 6.1 5.1 9.2 94 27 75 35 35 46 0.97 0.77 0.91 0.73 0.69 0.79
LW2 2.5 0.5 1.0 4.8 5.1 12.9 94 40 56 66 34 18 0.97 0.74 0.88 0.87 0.67 0.62
NW1 6.5 0.9 0.6 8.0 7.6 9.8 82 32 82 33 56 53 0.95 0.80 0.93 0.60 0.83 0.76
NW2 7.4 1.0 0.6 7.9 8.7 11.5 77 0.3 79 41 40 42 0.93 0.73 0.91 0.76 0.76 0.69
HW1 6.9 1.1 0.8 6.5 13.7 14.9 86 41 63 71 45 21 0.97 0.94 0.81 0.89 0.88 0.58
HW2 17.0 2.7 0.9 45.6 21.3 15.7 16  212 51  1248  26 26 0.67 0.49 0.74 0.14 0.58 0.59
AW1 3.9 0.8 0.5 7.0 5.3 9.9 94 49 84 43 82 45 0.98 0.95 0.94 0.78 0.91 0.74
AW2 5.5 0.8 0.5 9.3 8.0 10.1 87 59 88  22 72 44 0.97 0.91 0.95 0.82 0.86 0.77
Subject 2
LW1 3.0 0.7 0.9 6.0 6.1 7.3 92  11 32 23 8 7 0.96 0.69 0.71 0.70 0.52 0.51
LW2 data not available data not available data not available
NW1 8.7 0.8 1.7 7.6 7.1 11.5 64 13 18 23 51 28 0.97 0.64 0.76 0.79 0.72 0.54
NW2 8.9 0.6 1.3 6.8 5.7 13.6 62 53 33 46 67  1 0.98 0.90 0.68 0.86 0.83 0.28
HW1 10.9 1.7 1.6 16.3 13.1 17.7 56  118 13  136 24  1 0.88 0.45 0.50 0.47 0.61 0.34
HW2 12.7 2.1 1.5 20.5 15.4 19.1 42  224 30  262 1  8 0.85 0.36 0.56 0.33 0.52 0.29
AW1 7.4 1.0 1.0 6.1 7.3 9.1 77 13 9 53 59  12 0.97 0.73 0.75 0.77 0.77 0.39
AW2 7.7 0.9 1.4 5.2 8.0 9.8 75 30  240 55 55  9 0.97 0.77 0.59 0.81 0.75 0.41
Tuned on task NW1 (LW, low-speed walking; NW, normal-speed walking; HW, high-speed walking; AW, normal-speed walking with the arms folded in front of the chest).
assumptions with higher velocities: negligible dynamics of the
swing leg, negligible movement of the center of pressure, or the
assumption of no impact forces at foot contact.
Mean RMSD values did not exceed (approximately) 13 cm for
anteroposterior (A–P) CoM position, 2 cm for vertical (V) CoM
position, 22 cm/s for A–P CoM velocity (0.56–1.35m/s), 17 cm/s
for V CoM velocity, 1.2° for upper-body orientation, and 17°/s for
upper-body angular velocity. A trend was observed in Figure 5:
RMSD values seemed to increase with increasing velocity. The
largest RMSD values were found for HW, even indicating a sig-
nificant difference for vertical CoM position and velocity, and
upper body angular velocity. One of the fall indicators, the ver-
tical velocity of the center of mass, of which the threshold was
set at  1.3m/s by Bourke et al. (2008), showed RMSD values
that were considerably lower (0.05–0.20m/s) than the threshold
value. The RMSD values found with a 95% confidence inter-
val of vertical CoM position and upper body orientation were,
due to their small magnitude, considered to be practically not
important.
The behavior of the human was highly correlated with the
behavior of the Virtual Pendulum Model: The mean correlation
coefficient r was 0.76, 0.77, 0.60, and 0.80 for LW, NW, HW, and
AW, respectively. Especially A–P CoM position xC and upper-
body orientation  showed high correlation coefficients. Mean
r of the LW, NW, and AW tasks were above 0.60 for all state
variables, except for upper-body angular velocity  ofNWandAW
(r 0.55), while estimates ofHWshowed a less strong correlation.
Interestingly, the coefficient of determination R2 implied a
less positive conclusion than implied by correlation coefficient r:
mean R2 was 47, 58, 46, and 54% for LW, NW, HW, and AW,
respectively. In some cases, especially for vertical CoMposition zC
and A–P CoM velocity _xC, R2 assumed negative values, possibly
due to little variation in zC data. Only for xC and , more than,
on average, 40% of the variance in the measurements could be
explained with the model.
These findings showed that this controlled mechanical model
was, both in theory and in practice, observable with only the lim-
ited, local available measurements; local kinematic information
of the upper body was sufficient to acquire information on the
position of the feet, and on global information of the center of
mass. With this proof of principle, the model can be fine-tuned
to improve the quality of the estimates, such that it can be applied
in wearable robots.
These findings also support the theory of a stabilizing force
direction pattern in the sagittal plane. While previous studies
validated the existence of the virtual pivot point (VPP) (Maus
et al., 2008, 2010; Gruben andBoehm, 2012), this study focused on
exploiting the concept to make enhanced predictions. Herewith,
two lines of research were combined: human movement theory
(Anderson and Pandy, 2001; Geyer and Herr, 2010) and observer
application (Lebastard et al., 2004; Yun and Bachmann, 2006;
Czarnetzki et al., 2009). Moreover, even though the XCoM of a
spring legged model does not exactly coincide with the XCoM of
a linear inverted pendulum (LIP) (Van der Geld, 2012), from the
limited RMSD in A–P CoM position, it could be concluded the
assumption of using LIP XCoM was valid.
It should be noted that the validation measurements of the
MoCap data differed from the IMU data, such that the difference
between the true error and the estimated deviation was unknown.
It was hypothesized that the agreement of MoCap data and IMU
for upper-body orientation and upper-body angular velocity was
correlated with the agreement of CoM position and velocity esti-
mates with MoCap measurements. However, more data need to
be processed to draw a significant conclusion.
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One limitation of this study concerned assumptions on foot
contact. Particularly, the model neglected a moving center of
pressure from heel strike to toe-off, and it assumed zero delay in
foot contact detection.
Another limitation concerns manual tuning of gait parameters
for different walking tasks, which is disadvantageous for online
estimation. The magnitudes of the entries in the process noise
covariance matrix were difficult to find. Although a satisfactory
result was found, it is very likely that this result was suboptimal.
Because of the multitude of parameters, it was expected that
optimization techniques would be computationally too expensive
and that local minima rather than the global minimum would be
found.
A large limitation concerns the type of movements that were
investigated. Our experimental trials included walking at three
different speeds, but other activities of daily living were not con-
sidered. The effect of different activities with a varying rate of
angular momentum on the VPP was not investigated, such that
no conclusions regarding the performance of the observer in
activities other than forward walking could be drawn. Specifically
prior to a fall, the rate of change of angular momentum can be
large, which could potentially have a negative effect on observer
performance. Therefore, for further research, it is suggested to
include other activities of daily living and perturbed walking data.
Furthermore, our calibration routine is not practical outside of
a laboratory environment and with subjects with balance impair-
ments. In a clinical environment, faster and easier algorithms and
protocols should be employed, for example as in Palermo et al.
(2014a,b) and Taborri et al. (2014).
It should be noted that in theory, the samemethod as presented
here could be utilized for frontal-plane evaluation and extended
to 3D evaluation. It is suggested to investigate if 3D application
is possible for real time use and significantly better than using
two decoupled 2Dmodels (sagittal plane and frontal plane). Also,
it would be interesting to explore how the position of the VPP
depends on anthropomorphic measures, age, or type of daily life
activity.
How the human walks and which underlying fundamental
principles govern humanwalking is a comprehensive and complex
topic. Further research is required for optimization of the observer
based on these concepts, such that it can successfully be applied in
wearable robotic controllers. Many other models exist and could
be investigated in a similar observer concept.
5. CONCLUSION
The goal of this study was to quantify balance with measurements
on the upper body. It was hypothesized that this could be done
with the Virtual Pendulum Model as dynamic model, which used
the virtual pivot (VPP) concept, combined with the Extrapolated
Center of Mass, XCoM, and the Additive Unscented Kalman Filter
as observer.
First, the observer was tested on simulation data and showed
to converge, with varying initial conditions. The observer was
especially sensitive to errors in leg length, hip joint position, VPP
angle, spring stiffness, and time of final contact. Other parameters,
such as the gravitational constant, damping coefficient, mass,
and desired step length, had little effect on the quality of the
estimates. A limitation of the observer was the high sensitivity to
model parameters and foot contact detection, and the amount of
observer parameters that had to be tuned.
Second, the observer was evaluated with experimental data
(using a Motion Capture system and an existing foot detection
algorithm), showing that, if properly tuned and if instants of foot
contact were estimated correctly, the observer gave a satisfactory
estimate of human walking. Position of the center of mass could
be estimated with an accuracy of less than 13 cm, and congruence
of the model with real data was characterized by a coefficient of
determination around 50%.
With this study, it was shown that the VPP and the XCoM
seem to be valuable principles that can effectively be used in
combination with the Additive Unscented Kalman Filter to make
predictions on human balance.
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